Sheer
Driving Pleasure

ORIGINAL
BMW ACCESSORIES.
BMW 1 SERIES, BMW 2 SERIES AND
BMW X1.

THE RIGHT EQUIPMENT FOR
EVERY ADVENTURE.

EXTERIEUR

Every BMW presents a world of fascinating possibilities – find out
how you can make even more of them on the following pages.
With contemporary Original BMW Accessories, available in four
categories, life on the move is even easier, more comfortable,
flexible and enjoyable.
Enhance your BMW with products that match your lifestyle and make everyday
driving more relaxing. When it comes to design, functionality, quality and
performance, Original BMW Accessories are perfectly adapted to your BMW.
Make a clear statement – choose BMW.
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Selected BMW Accessories can be experienced online in sound and images –
simply download the BMW brochure app for your device.
Depending on your mobile phone contract, costs may be incurred.
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The BMW brand celebrated its 100th anniversary in
2016. Find out more at www.next100.bmw
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THE IDEAL EXPRESSION
FOR EVERY STYLE.
Our large selection of light alloy wheels give you the freedom to define
the individual character of your BMW. And the choices available extend far
beyond the examples presented here. Talk to your dealer or view the
options online and discover how you can bring your personal wishes to life.
2

Original BMW complete wheels are fitted with star-marked tyres with run-flat
properties and RDC sensors. More details are available from your dealer or on
the internet.
bmw.com/completewheels
bmw.com/bmwtyres-starmarking

M PERFORMANCE PARTS

1

BMW M Performance Parts is the name given to an exclusive accessories programme
that allows you to make your BMW even more sporty. Retrofit components in the drivetrain,
suspension, aerodynamics and cockpit categories are perfectly adapted to your vehicle,
enabling you to individualise its dynamic character just as you wish.
1 Tailpipe trim, carbon
An eight-cylinder look, carbon sleeves and
other design features give the tailpipe trim a
particularly solid and powerful appearance.

3.1

3.2

2 19" Double-spoke style 405 M
BMW M Performance complete summer
wheels are forged, finished in Bicolour
Orbit Grey, burnished on the visible sides
and feature the four-colour BMW M logo.

3 19" Double-spoke style 624 M
Complete summer wheels in Bicolour matt
Black, milled and forged (3.1) or forged and
polished (3.2) and with the BMW M logo.
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COMPLETE SUMMER WHEELS

BMW 1 SERIES/2 SERIES CONVERTIBLE AND COUPÉ

1

1 19" Double-spoke style 361
In high-gloss Black and with red borders for a bold and sporty
appearance.

3 18" Radial-spoke style 388
In Ferric Grey, with visible wheel bolts and undercut behind
the spokes.

2 19" Star-spoke style 660
Forged, in Bicolour Orbit Grey and burnished on the visible sides.

4 18" Double-spoke style 385
With their exclusive look, the light alloy wheels in Reflex Silver
give the vehicle a particularly sporty touch.

COMPLETE WINTER WHEELS

BMW 1 SERIES/2 SERIES CONVERTIBLE AND COUPÉ

1

2

1 16" Star-spoke style 654
A clean-cut look, perfect for winter: light alloy wheels finished
in brilliant Reflex Silver.

2

2 16" V-spoke style 411
With their exclusive look, the light alloy wheels in gloss Black
give the vehicle a particularly sporty touch.
3 17'' Star-spoke style 379
With their exclusive look, the light alloy wheels in Orbit Grey
give the vehicle a particularly sporty touch.

3

4 Snow chains
The Disc and Comfort snow chains are double-sided and offer
the best possible traction. They can also be fitted in just
a few simple steps thanks to an integrated spring steel hoop.

3

4

4
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COMPLETE SUMMER WHEELS
BMW X1

1 19" V-spoke style 573
These wheels are in Bicolour gloss Black, have a burnished finish
and give the vehicle a strikingly sporty appearance with their
exclusive look.

COMPLETE WINTER WHEELS
BMW 2 SERIES ACTIVE TOURER AND
GRAN TOURER

1

3 16" Double-spoke style 473
The five-arm double-spoke design of these stylish light alloy
wheels in sporty Jet Black is a particularly striking touch.

COMPLETE SUMMER WHEELS
BMW 2 SERIES ACTIVE TOURER AND
GRAN TOURER

1 18" Double-spoke style 361
These wheels are in Bicolour Orbit Grey, burnished and, with their
two-colour look, give the vehicle a strikingly sporty appearance.

BMW X1

2 18" Y-spoke style 566
With their exclusive look, the light alloy wheels in Black give the
vehicle a particularly sporty touch.

4 17" M Double-spoke style 483 M
With dynamic looks that accentuate the sporty profile of
the vehicle.

1

COMPLETE WINTER WHEELS

3 18" M Double-spoke style 570 M
Finished in Bicolour Ferric Grey and burnished for an exclusive
and dynamic look.

5 17" Y-spoke style 489
The high-quality, snow chain-ready 17“ M light alloy wheels are
in Bicolour Orbit Grey with a burnished finish and, with their
two-colour look, accentuate the vehicle’s sporty appearance.

2 19" Turbine Styling 487
Finished in Bicolour Ferric Grey and burnished, for a captivatingly
sporty look.

5 Snow chains
The Comfort snow chains are double-sided and offer the best
possible traction. They can also be fitted in just a few simple
steps thanks to an integrated spring steel hoop.

2

2
3

4

5

3
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TRAVEL & COMFORT SYSTEM

1

The Travel & Comfort system combines a broad range of mounting solutions in a
single, practical unit, contributing to even more comfort inside the car. The system’s
central component is the base carrier, which is mounted between the headrest bars.
This features plug-in connectors, enabling quick and easy attachment of the following
special equipment.
1 Clothes hanger
This allows you to hang items of clothing on the
rear side of the backrest. It can also be used
outside of the car.

2

2 Folding table
With an attractive BMW design, adjustable for
height and angle and featuring an additional
integrated cupholder.
3 Universal holder for tablets with
safety case
The practical Universal holder is adjustable and
attaches to the base carrier from the Travel &
Comfort system. It provides secure hold for
various Apple or Samsung tablets with the
Travel & Comfort tablet safety case from seven
to 12 inches and can be placed in the desired
position thanks to its 360° rotating frame with
angle adjustment.

A PIECE OF HOME FOR
EVERY JOURNEY.
Sheer driving pleasure – whether you’re in heavy traffic or heading off for
the weekend. With Original BMW Accessories you can always stay relaxed
amid the everyday stresses of life. This is because, among other things,
the most important things are comfortably at hand when you’re on the move.
And because practical and easy to use Original BMW Accessories give
you the feeling of being at home on the road at all times.

3

4 Universal hook
For carrying pieces of clothing or light bags at
the rear of the backrest.
5 Action camera holder
For secure hold of action cameras
(recommended: GoPro und Nikon KeyMission
360). When attached to the holder, a camera
can be rotated by 360° and be operated either
by an app or – depending on equipment –
the iDrive Controller.

5

4

See the Travel & Comfort system in action,
and on film, in the BMW brochure app.
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5.2
1

1 Sunblind
The sunblind for the rear side windows can even be used when
the window is open. Thanks to its perfectly fitting design, it is
particularly useful for protecting children from direct sunlight.
It also helps to reduce the temperature in the vehicle.
2 Group 0+ Baby Seat
Baby seat with patented airpads for infants up to around 13kg
(approx. 15 months). It can be fitted securely using either the
separately available ISOFIX base or the safety belt.

3 Group 1 Junior Seat
Seats with patented airpads for children from around 12 months
to four years of age (approx. 9-18kg). It is fitted securely using
the separately available ISOFIX base.
4 Group 2/3 Junior Seat
This seat in black/Anthracite “grows” with children from around
three to 12 years of age (approx. 15-36kg). It features patented
air pads, for a particularly high level of protection from impact to
the head, and ISOFIX connectors. The patented height and
width adjustment can be operated with one hand and the seat
can be folded away into the accompanying rucksack for easy
transportation.

5.1

6

2

3

4

5 All-weather floor mats
The precisely fitting, hard-wearing all-weather floor mats feature
raised edging, an attractive design and protect the front or rear
footwells from damp and dirt. They are available in black and,
depending on line, with either black (5.1) or red bordering or an
inlay (5.2) with colour accents.
6 LED doorsill finishers
The sophisticated doorsill finishers with illuminated BMW
lettering automatically emit a discreet light when the doors are
opened. The high-performance batteries for the LED lights last
for up to three years and changing them is as easy as installing
the finishers. Also available with M Performance lettering.

7 Textile floor mats
The precisely fitting textile floor mats for the front or rear
footwells have waterproof rubber backing and provide reliable
protection from dirt and damp. They feature a discreet
BMW logo and are available in black (7), black/beige or black/red.

7
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1

4

1 LED door projectors
When the door is opened, the graphic of your choice is projected
onto the ground next to the vehicle, perfectly illuminating the
entry area.

2

2 LED torch
The BMW LED torch features an elegant stainless steel design,
very low energy consumption, a lifespan of up to 3,000 charging
cycles and an extremely large lighting range. The powerful
battery can be recharged by simply plugging the torch into a
12-volt on-board socket.

See the animation in the
BMW brochures app for more information
about BMW lighting products.

3 LED luggage compartment light
The easy-to-fit BMW LED luggage compartment light generates
five times greater illumination intensity than standard lighting.
This, combined with optimised light distribution, guarantees
sufficient illumination of the luggage compartment even in poorly
lit garages or car parks.

4 M Performance Alcantara steering wheel II with
carbon trim and Race display
Featuring an integrated function display in the top part of the
steering wheel rim. This uses the latest OLED technology and
two-tone LED displays. Buttons in the thumb rest area can be
pressed to activate Race, Sport or EfficientDynamics mode.
5 Key case
The high-quality key case in leather attaches to the key via an
elegant metal clip and protects from scratches, dirt and moisture.
It also prevents buttons from accidental activation. Different
versions and colour combinations are available depending on
model.
5

6 Handbrake grip
The stylish handbrake grip is made from high-quality black
Mano leather. Accented by a middle section in either Black,
Beige, Coral Red or Saddle Brown Dakota leather, it perfectly
complements all the other interior equipment and underscores
the sporty character of the vehicle.

6

3
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THE RIGHT CONNECTION
FOR EVERY MEDIUM.

1

When you’re well connected, it’s good to look after your contacts. Which is
where our accessories for digital communications and information come in.
These tailor-made, optimally designed solutions allow you to stay connected
with who and what matters most while on the move in your BMW. Features
range from a Snap-in adapter for mobile phones right through to a vehicle
monitoring system.

1 Head-Up Screen
The BMW Head-Up Screen transmits relevant
driver and – in conjunction with a smartphone
and the Garmin app – navigation information
into the driver’s line of sight, so focus can remain
on the road ahead. The transparent display is
very easy to read, even in direct sunlight.

2.2

3

2 Integrated Navigation
The BMW Integrated Navigation system (2.1)
combines perfectly with the vehicle. Particularly
convenient and safe navigation is ensured
thanks to operation via the iDrive Controller (2.2)
and high-resolution maps on the 6.5" vehicle
display. Voice output is delivered through the
on-board loudspeakers.

2.1

3 Digital road maps
Regular updating of the digital roadmaps
helps to reliably ensure that you reach your
destination as well as full functionality of
the navigation system. Taking the optimum
route also saves time and fuel. Updates are
available individually or as part of a two-year
subscription.
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1

2

1 Click & Drive system
The BMW Click & Drive system enables the reversible attachment
and charging of smartphones in the vehicle. Thanks to a variable
universal clip and a 360º ball mounting, any smartphone up to
78mm in width can be securely mounted and used to its full extent.
2 Snap-in adapter, universal
The Universal snap-in adapter provides secure docking and
quick charging of Apple devices with a Lightning connector
as well as playback of stored music. Depending on the vehicle
and its equipment, album covers can also be shown in the
on-board display.
3 USB adapter/Micro-USB adapter
This allows you to integrate digital music from compatible
Apple iPod and iPhone devices while simultaneously charging
them. It can be operated via the iDrive Controller, multifunction
buttons on the steering wheel or the radio. The same functionality
is offered by the Micro-USB adapter for audio sources such as
mp3 players and other smartphones.

4

5

4 Dual USB charging adapter
The BMW dual USB charging adapter simply inserts into the
cigarette lighter. This allows two external mobile devices to
be easily and conveniently charged at the same time. The high
current charges the likes of smartphones and mp3 players
very quickly.
5 Advanced Car Eye 1
The BMW Advanced Car Eye consists of a high-sensitivity
full-HD front camera and a rear windscreen camera. This detects
impact during critical driving, parking and even break-in situations
and, even at night, independently captures a detailed video
recording from the vehicle’s perspective.
6 Alpine HiFi system
With its natural sound quality, the ALPINE HiFi significantly
improves audio performance. All components of the 420-watt,
three-way loudspeaker system have been developed exclusively
for BMW and specially adapted for the acoustics of the vehicle.

3

1

The admissibility of the recording and utilisation of the video recordings depends on the
legal regulations of the respective country. Please confirm the specific requirements before
commencing a journey. Responsibility for use and compliance with applicable regulations
in each country lies with the user.

6
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ROOF RACK SYSTEMS
The BMW roof and rail carriers are optimised for all BMW roof racks and roof boxes.
They are particularly easy to fit and, with their robust construction and anti-theft locking
systems, meet the highest safety and quality standards.

1 Roof box 320
For up to five pairs of skis and compatible with
all BMW roof rack systems. With a two-sided
opening system, 320-litre capacity and triple
central locking on each side.
2 Roof box 420
420-litre capacity lockable roof box with doublesided opening system. In Black/Titanium Silver
and suitable for all BMW roof rack systems.

THE IDEAL SOLUTION FOR
ALL KINDS OF LUGGAGE.

3 Roof box 520
Lockable roof box, can be opened from both
sides, in Black/Titanium Silver, 520-litre
capacity. Fits all BMW roof rack systems.

1

Watch the video clip in the BMW brochures
app for help with mounting and setting up
BMW roof rack systems.

Whatever your plans may be, BMW is likely to have the perfect logistical solution.
Whether you’ve got a lot of kit or just a small piece of luggage, carrying it should
be secure, comfortable and, not least, as easy as possible. Which is why all of our
transportation products are tailored precisely to the dimensions of your BMW –
from the 520-litre capacity roof box to clever ways to keep those small items in order.

2

3
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1

1 Touring cycle holder, lockable
High-strength, lockable touring cycle holder for the secure
transport of a racing, touring, child’s or mountain bike up to
a maximum of 22.5kg.

5

2 Racing cycle holder, lockable
The racing cycle holder is suitable for all BMW roof rack systems.
It allows for the secure transport of up to four racing bikes (max.
17kg). To attach the bikes, the quick-release front wheels have to
be removed. The separately available front-wheel holder makes
it possible to fasten these wheels to the BMW roof rack system.
2

3 Rear bicycle rack, compact
For two bicycles/e-bikes (to a max. of 30kg). Attaches easily and
securely to the tow ball and can be stored, folded and crash-safe,
in the luggage compartment recess.
4 Rear bicycle rack Pro 2.0
The Pro 2.0 rear bicyle rack is lightweight yet sturdy and can carry
up to 60kg. Exceptionally easy to use, it carries two bicycles or
e-bikes (can be extended to accommodate three bicycles). Its tilt
function also allows easy access to the luggage compartment at
all times.
5 Ski and snowboard holder, lockable
The lockable ski and snowboard holder is compatible with all
BMW roof rack systems and can be used in a variety of ways.
Up to six pairs of skis, four pairs of skis with ski poles or two
snowboards and two pairs of skis with poles can be securely
transported on the car roof.

3

4

6 Luggage rack
The luggage rack offers the flexibility of extra storage space.
It is made of highly robust, anodised aluminium, it’s lockable
and precisely matched to BMW roof rack systems. As well
as being easy to mount and use, it also stands out with its
attractive design.

7 Surfboard holder
The holder features an innovative attachment system that makes
it particularly easy to handle. It can be used to securely mount a
surfboard and mast on all BMW roof rack systems.

6

7
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1

1 Backrest bag
Ideal for driving with children on board. The bag with washable
wear protection attaches to the rear of the front seat. With various
closable pockets and a separate bottle holder, it offers storage
for a wide range of travel essentials. It’s also easy to fold and
collapsible when required.

2 Folding box
The folding box, with its load capacity of up to 20kg, can be used
to store smaller items or as a shopping crate. It can be effortlessly
folded and unfolded thanks to Velcro strips, is slip-resistant and
easily stored to save space when not in use. Available in black or
black/red.

2 Loading sill mat
The durable mat protects the loading sill during loading and
unloading as well as the luggage compartment from scratches
and dirt. It is attached to the rear fastening points using
moveable velcro strips and can also function as an anti-slip
matt for the luggage area.

3 Travel set
The Travel Set, specially developed for BMW convertibles,
comprises a cabin-size trolley and a carry-on bag, which can be
used to create extra storage space on the rear seat. The pieces
of luggage can be transported individually or stacked together.
They are held in place using the seatbelt and feature their own
anti-theft locks.

4

4

4

4 Fitted luggage compartment mat
The anti-slip, water-resistant and durable mat with raised
bordering protects the luggage compartment from dirt and
moisture. Available in different versions, it perfectly blends in
with the luggage compartment.

2

3

5 Luggage compartment floor net
The luggage compartment floor net quickly and easily prevents
loose baggage and smaller objects from shifting in the luggage
area. The black netting with integrated S-hooks is easily secured
to the luggage compartment’s built-in fastening points so it’s
always ready for use.

5
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ESSENTIAL CARE FOR
EVERY SURFACE.
Original Care Products from BMW ensure that high-quality BMW paint finishes can
withstand everyday adverse influences and fine surfaces such as leather and wood retain
their natural appeal. This comprehensive premium care range is specially adapted to the
different materials of your vehicle – for gentle, effective cleaning and protection.
Based on natural essential oils, BMW Natural Air provides a fresh atmosphere inside
your vehicle. The holder is quick and easy to attach and colour-matched to the interior.
The fragrance sticks are fluid-free and interchangeable and there is a choice of three
aromas, each manually adjustable for intensity.

THE RIGHT SPECIALIST
FOR EVERY REQUEST.
The specialists at your authorised BMW Service Partner offer true peace of mind when it comes
to servicing and repair. Not only are they highly qualified, but they also work with state-of-the-art
diagnostic equipment and repair technologies. This means that your vehicle emerges from its
service technically and visually as new. Thanks to the BMW Service Inclusive package for specific
services, you don't have to worry about costs associated with maintenance and wear either.
This level of care means that your BMW holds a high value and also has a longer service life.
And for you, it means endless driving enjoyment.
For more information, please visit: bmw.com/service
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ORIGINAL BMW ACCESSORIES AT A GLANCE.
1 Series

Page
5-door
from 07/2011

2 Series
3-door
from 09/2012

Convertible
from 02/2015

Coupé
from 03/2014

X1
Active Tourer
from 09/2014

Gran Tourer
from 06/2015

M Performance tailpipe trim, carbon
Snow chains

5-door
from 07/2011

from 10/2015
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1 Series

Page

2 Series
3-door
from 09/2012

Convertible
from 02/2015

X1

Coupé
from 03/2014

Active Tourer
from 09/2014

Gran Tourer
from 06/2015

from 10/2015
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16" Double-spoke style 473 (complete winter wheel)

8

16" Star-spoke style 654 (complete winter wheel)

7

2

2

2

2

16" V-spoke style 411 (complete winter wheel)

7

5

5

5

5

17'' M Double-spoke style 483 M (complete winter wheel)

8

17" Star-spoke style 379 (complete winter wheel)

7

17" Y-spoke style 489 (complete winter wheel)

8

7

7

7

•
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12

12
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18'' Double-spoke style 361

8
6

18'' M Double-spoke style 570 M (complete winter wheel)

9

18'' Radial-spoke style 388

6

18" Y-spoke style 566 (complete winter wheel)

9

19'' Double-spoke style 361

6

6

6

6

6

19'' M Performance Double-spoke style 405 M

5

7

7

7

7

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

1
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9, 11

9, 11

9, 11

9, 11
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19" Turbine Styling 487

8

19" V-spoke style 573
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Click & Drive system
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Digital roadmaps
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Dual USB charger
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Head-Up screen
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Integrated navigation
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7
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Snap-in adapter, universal

18
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•

•

•

•

•

7

7

USB adapter/micro USB adapter
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•
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•

•

•

•

•

4

19'' M Performance Double-spoke style 624 M

•
•

2

8

19'' Star-spoke style 660

19
19

2
7

18'' Double-spoke style 385

Advanced Car Eye
Alpine HiFi system

8

8
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Backrest bag
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Folding box
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Loading sill mat
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Luggage compartment floor net
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Luggage compartment matt, fitted
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Luggage rack
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Racing cycle holder, lockable

22

Rear bicycle rack, compact

22

Rear bicycle rack, Pro 2.0
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Roof box 320
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All-weather floor mats
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Roof box 420
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Group 0+ Baby Seat
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Roof box 520
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Group 1 Junior Seat
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Ski and snowboard holder, lockable
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Group 2/3 Junior Seat
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Surfboard holder
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Touring cycle holder, lockable
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Travel set
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Handbrake grip
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Key case
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LED door projectors
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LED doorsill finishers
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LED luggage compartment light
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LED torch
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M Performance Alcantara steering wheel II with carbon trim and Race display
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Natural Air
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Sunblind
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Textile floor mats
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Travel & Comfort system – holder for action camera
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Travel & Comfort system – clothes hanger
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Travel & Comfort system – folding table
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Travel & Comfort system – universal holder for tablets with safety sase
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Travel & Comfort system – universal hook
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Colours available for BMW light alloy wheels: 1 = Ferric Grey; 2 = Reflex Silver; 3 = Space Grey; 4 = Black; 5 = Black, gloss ; 6 = Black, high-gloss with red border; 7 = Bicolour Orbit Grey, burnished; 8 = Bicolour Ferric Grey, burnished; 9 = Bicolour matt Black;
10 = Bicolour gloss Black, burnished; 11 = Polished; 12 = Jet Black

Your BMW Service Partner will be happy to advise.
The models illustrated may, in part, include optional equipment and accessories not fitted
as standard. Not all product versions shown. Subject to change in design, equipment
specifications and content. © BMW AG, Munich/Germany. Not to be reproduced, wholly
or in part, without the written permission of BMW AG, Munich.
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